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Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (JAIMA)

JAIMA to Host Advanced Diagnostics Forum in Singapore
The Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (1-12-3 Kanda Nishiki-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,
101-0054; Tel: 03-3292-0642; president: Shigehiko Hattori, chairman of Shimadzu Corporation Co., Ltd.) is
pleased to announce that it will be joining with the Biomedical Research Council of the Agency for Science,
Technology and Research of Singapore (A*STAR-BMRC; located in Singapore; chairman: George Radda) to
organize the Advanced Diagnostics Forum in Singapore on March 24 (Monday) under the theme of “Advanced
Diagnostics Innovation.”

The forum is being planned in connection with the Japan Analytical & Scientific Instruments Show (JASIS), Asia’s
largest exhibition of analytical and scientific instruments co-organized by JAIMA and Japan Scientific Instruents
Association (JSIA), with the purpose of helping to develop the advanced diagnostics industry. The gathering is
envisioned as a means of promoting constructive synergy between the application research of A*STAR, the
strategic base for bioscience being advanced as a national undertaking by Singapore, and the instrument
development prowess of Japanese analytical and measuring instrument companies participating in JASIS.

The aim is to contribute to innovation in advanced diagnostic instruments and drug discovery support technology,
as well as to accelerate the industrialization of such technologies. The keynote concept is to generate renewed flow
from the development of research support products to the development of advanced diagnostic instruments,
reagents, and other advances, engineering the first step toward creating a mutual cooperation system to accelerate
the move toward industrialization in the near future.

About the forum
Name: Advanced Diagnostics Forum
Organizer: Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (JAIMA)
Co-host: A*STAR-BMRC
Date and time: March 24 (Monday) / 9:00 a.m. to 4:55 p.m.
Venue: Singapore Biopolis (Matrix Building, Breakthrough & Discovery Theatrettes)
Capacity: 150 people (pending)
Forum language: English
Admission fee: Free

Application method: Please apply using the form on the A*STAR website at
http://eastar.eventshub.sg/ems_wb_Details.aspx?CalID=28&EventID=1293741.

Inquiries
Yuji Hamazaki, secretary general
Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association
Tel: +81-3-3292-0642
E-mail: webmaster@jaima.or.jp

Ms. Yip Ai San, manager
Biomedical Science Division (A*STAR/ETPL)
DID +65 6478-8781
E-mail: yip_ai_san@etpl.sq

Reference Information
Why Singapore?
Singapore has formulated a plan for promoting research & development in the bioscience domain. As one phase of
that effort, it introduced the Agency for Science, Technology and Research of Singapore (A*STAR), while
constructing the “Biopolis” research business park. Prominent researchers from around the world have been invited
to this park, and efforts have been made to foster an environment for genetic research, as well as to collect
empirical data. To date, the fruits of this program include advances by a large number of global venture businesses
and pharmaceutical development projects toward operating in Singapore.

For the current project, JAIMA has focused on Singapore’s favorable business environment. This has helped
promote the view that progress in synergy between the development of analytical and measurement instruments in
Japan and the application capability of Singapore will be key toward accelerating innovation and promoting
industrialization in advanced diagnostics and drug discovery support technology.

Forum Background
Several new markets are emerging in the domain of bioscience technology development. One involves assistance in
the direction of reforming the diagnostics market, primarily driven by advances in genetic analysis technology, the
acceleration of the use of mass spectrometry as a tool for protein and metabolic analyses, and progress in image
analysis and other developments in the wake of the declaration of the completion of human genome analysis in
2003. Then, another involves the drug discovery market, in which the development of genome-based approach
geared to the needs of personalized medicine is in progress. In addition, another regards the development of
companion diagnostics, which is viewed as a pressing need in the field of personalized medicine. Moreover, the
success in establishing iPS cells is attracting attention as an element capable of accelerating the development of
new technologies.

For Japanese companies possessing analytical and measuring development technology (i.e., exhibitors at JASIS and
affiliated firms), successfully pioneering new markets will demand a realization of changes from within. Further,
rather than simply supplying “latest solutions” of existing measuring methods, there is a need to further evolve new
analytical or measuring technologies, shifting the targets of technical development and manufacturing from
“research-support instruments” to “diagnostic instruments” and spearheading other progress.

In putting products to practical use, it will also be essential to advance application development and rapidly acquire
fertile empirical data.

The application research being promoted and enhanced by A*STAR in the bioscience domain is positioned to
address such needs as faced by the companies participating in JASIS. This likewise supports the conclusion that
bolstering collaboration with such firms will help accelerate the development and industrialization of technologies,
while contributing to realizing the aforementioned changes. The hosting of this symposium in Singapore is
conceived as the first key step in deploying a mutual cooperation system to help move in that direction over the
years to come.

About the Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR)
The Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) is Singapore's lead public sector agency that fosters
world-class scientific research and talent to drive economic growth and transform Singapore into a vibrant
knowledge-based and innovation driven economy.
In line with its mission-oriented mandate, A*STAR spearheads research and development in fields that are essential
to growing Singapore’s manufacturing sector and catalysing new growth industries. A*STAR supports these
economic clusters by providing intellectual, human and industrial capital to its partners in industry.
A*STAR oversees 18 biomedical sciences and physical sciences and engineering research entities, located in
Biopolis and Fusionopolis, as well as their vicinity. These two R&D hubs house a bustling and diverse community
of local and international research scientists and engineers from A*STAR’s research entities as well as a growing
number of corporate laboratories.
For more information about A*STAR, please visit www.a-star.edu.sg.

About Biomedical Research Council (BMRC)
Established in October 2000, the Biomedical Research Council (BMRC) supports, oversees and coordinates public
sector biomedical research and development activities in Singapore. BMRC:
- oversees the development of core research capabilities within A*STAR research units specialising in
bioprocessing; genomics and proteomics; molecular and cell biology; bioengineering and nanotechnology; and
computational biology
- actively promotes translational medicine and cross-disciplinary research, as part of its efforts to advance
human healthcare

- supports biomedical research in the wider scientific community such as public universities and hospitals
- engages in human capital development in the biomedical sciences and promotes societal awareness of
biomedical research through outreach programmes.

About the Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (JAIMA)
The Japan Analytical Instruments Manufacturers’ Association (JAIMA) is an organization comprised of
membership by analytical instrument manufacturers and domestic Japanese and overseas vendors of products and
components. It was established on August 8, 1960 with the purpose of increasing the quality and performance of
analytical instruments and systems, refining the analytical instrument industry itself, promoting the progress and
development of scientific technology related to the use of analytical instruments, and contributing to the healthy
growth of Japan’s economy and improving the cultural lifestyle of the nation’s people.
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About the Japan Analytical & Scientific Instruments Show (JASIS)
The Japan Analytical & Scientific Instruments Show (JASIS) is a comprehensive exhibition positioned to cover the
latest information on the “ins and outs of analytical and scientific instruments,” pooling the newest advances in
analytical & scientific instruments and related technology & products in a single venue. JASIS has been hosted
under its current name since 2012, when it effectively integrated the 50th Analytical Instruments Solution Show of
JAIMA and the 35th Scientific Instruments Show of the Japan Scientific Instruments Association (JSIA).

JASIS website: http://www.jasia.jp/

